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TERRITORIAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

➢ The CFD Research Project is based in Winnipeg, located on Treaty One territory, the ancestral lands of 

the Anishinaabe, Cree, and Dakota, and the homeland of the Métis. 

➢We acknowledge the need for active reconciliation between Indigenous and Settler peoples, as 

advanced by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. 

➢ For instance, Call to Action #55 states: We call upon all levels of government to provide annual reports 

or any current data requested by the National Council for Reconciliation so that it can report on the 

progress towards reconciliation. The reports or data would include, but not be limited to…(iii) The 

educational and income attainments of Aboriginal peoples in Canada compared with non-Aboriginal 

people.
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To understand the 
financial lives and 
finances of vulnerable 
Canadians

Limited data

Adapt the 
methodology to 
include 
quantitative and 
qualitative 
components 

Mixed methods

Work with 
regulators and 
practitioners to 
advocate policies 
and practices that 
promote financial 
empowerment 

Policymaker & 
practitioner 
components

Identify a useful 
app, curriculum, 
&/or coaching 
method that can 
assist Canadians

Phase 1

Phase 2 
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Objectives of research project



The federal government is committed to 
reducing poverty 50% by 2030

Reductions to poverty have 
been achieved for some 

groups but not all groups.

The pandemic and 
economic recession 
has harmed people 

with low income 

National aggregate 
statistics and studies 

shed little light on the 
causes of finances of 

vulnerability 
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Why is it needed? 



Early financial diaries studies and results 

• Contemporary origin: Hulme et al. 1990

• Collins et al. (2009) Portfolios of the Poor: 250 
diaries in Bangladesh, India, South Africa

• Found that incomes that were small, 
variable, and uncertain 

• Diarists had to deal with risk and, from 
time to time, seek to raise useful lump 
sums

• They sometimes borrow at high interest 
rates when they have savings

• Morduch & Schneider (2017): U.S. Financial 
Diaries: 235 low- and moderate-income 
Americans

• Found that earning volatility was highest 
among the poorest participants

• Episodic poverty

• Spending was nearly as variable as 
income across the sample

• There is considerable consumption 
smoothing

• Volatility and the role of transfers: most 
transfers reduce income volatility 
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Mixed 
methodology But why?

• Data & stories (John Cresswell) 

• E.g., promoting good pandemic behavior 

History and use
• Long informal history & formal history since 1950s 

(Maxwell 2016)

• Applied research, e.g., program evaluation 

• International Development Studies, Sociology, 
Social sciences outside economics, some Natural 
sciences (e.g., ethology [animal behaviour study])
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Racialized persons 

Indigenous persons

2SLBGTQ

Newcomers 

Refugees 

Social assistant reliance 

Nonrepresentative sample 

Low and modest middle-

income

Description of participants
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Pseudonym

Children < 
18 yrs in 
Hhld

Indigenous 
Person 
Identity

Refugee 
to Canada Age

Smart 
phone, 
Tablet, or 
computer

Internet 
connection

Diary 
duration

Hhld annual 
income*

Per capita 
Hhld annual 
income

Donna 0 No No 63 Yes Yes 52 $21,857 $21,857

Jacquelyn 0 Yes No 36 Yes No 52 $19,360 $19,360

Kateryna 0 No No 53 Yes No 52 $13,763 $13,763

Linda 0 Yes No 63 Yes Yes 52 $7,724 $7,724

Melissa 1 No No 47 Yes Yes 52 $19,636 $13,885

Mia 0 Yes No 40 Yes Yes 22 $13,375 $13,375

Namid 1 Yes Yes 0 Yes No 21 $7,051 $4,986

Nita 0 Yes No 59 Yes No 52 $40,764 $40,764

Ochieng 0 No No 59 Yes Yes 29 $5,228 $5,228

Rupi 1 No No 44 Yes Yes 52 $17,630 $12,466

Sarah 0 No No 55 Yes Yes 52 $20,547 $20,547

Sylvie 0 Yes No 34 Yes Yes 16 $16,511 $16,511

Average Average

$20,851 $18,234

Table 1. Socio-demographic data of participants in trauma group 

*Income for less than one year were annualized.
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Sample diaries
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Casually employed: Kateryna’s diary 
results 
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Fully unemployed: Linda’s diary results 
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Trauma & finances
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Employment, financial condition, and trauma 

• Mainly unemployed

• Partly employed 

• Fully employed

Employment continuum

• Crisis

• Vulnerable 

• Resilient 

Financial condition 
continuum
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Employment, financial condition, and trauma 

• Mainly unemployed

• Partly employed 

• Fully employed

Employment continuum

• Crisis

• Vulnerable 

• Resilient 

Financial condition 
continuum



Group Challenges
Unemployed -Income well below the official 

poverty line
-Income more stable than PE 

Precariously 
employed

-Income below the official poverty 
line
-Income more unstable than 
others

Fully employed -Income near official poverty line
-Often earned near or just above 
minimum wage
-Income steadier that PE 

Description of participants
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Employment, financial condition, and trauma 

• Mainly unemployed

• Partly employed 

• Fully employed
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• Crisis

• Vulnerable 
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Financial crisis, vulnerability, and resilience of diaries participants

Financial crisis Unsustainable debt

Unsafe credit products: PDL

Difficulty keeping spending within income limits

Complicated family relationships & family history 

Emotional turmoil

Financially vulnerable Ability to limit spending to income 

Frugal spending

Many regularly track finances 

Limited access to, or interest in, credit such as credit cards

Not using unsafe credit

Some valued working hard

Financially resilient Most are young age (20s and 30s) 

Most are well educated

Mostly single 

Most are full-time employed

Some are newcomer Canadians

Others are voluntary simpletons

Some live at home to reduce expenses 
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Trauma & finances 
Pseudonym Identified hardships 

Donna challenging marriage that ended; nearly homeless for a time; low income

Jacquelyn impact of colonialism; fragile social support; foster child; complex -one-side lending; precarious 
employment; predatory debt; low income 

Kateryna informal and exploitative employment; bank exclusion; harassment in previous jobs; very low income

Linda foster care; hunger as a child; suicide of an adult child; depression; sexual assault; robbery; extremely 
low income

Melissa family breakdown; loss of connection to and then death of father; major car injury; neglectful mother; 
death of husband; subjected to ableism; low income

Mia involved in recovery program for healing from addiction and abuse; custody issues; very low income

Namid extreme poverty; substance addiction; illness; near homeless; murder of wife and son; suicide 
attempt; extremely low income 

Nita parents with alcoholism; residential school; foster care

Ochieng landmine injury; imprisonment and torture; family breakdown; racism; extremely low income 

Rupi physical health challenges; credentialling barrier as newcomer; abusive ex-husband; low income 

Sarah financial loss from divorce; child's illness; bankruptcy experience; low income 

Sylvie child custody issues; low income 
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Tr
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Level Personal, family, community Institutional, social, structural 

Description Decision making and 
behaviour for ‘everyday 
survival’ 

Institutional structures that foster 
social exclusion associated with 
banks, government institutions

Examples Present-bias / Status quo-bias 
Family support
Supporting family 

Racism: social and institutional 
manifestations 
Welfare benefits well below the 

official poverty line
Low paying jobs
Exploitative informal sector jobs

Inaccessible basic banking 

↓

C
o

n
se

q
u

en
ce

s Reliance on family and informal sector with possibility of one-way 
relationship 
Distrust towards modern (state, bank) institutions
Not using effective tools to look for work 
Not building new search and work skills (e.g., computer, internet) 
Over-spending, Not saving, Relying on predatory credit 
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Therapy & finanicial 
diaries
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Financial therapy

• FT is an emerging field “consisting of mostly financial and mental health 
professionals that addresses the interpersonal and intrapersonal facets of 
money by ‘integrating cognitive, emotional, behavioral, relational, and 
economic aspects to promote financial health (Klontz et al. 2015 ).” 

• The goal is to improve financial and overall quality of life
• Recognizes the interconnectedness of money and interpersonal and intrapersonal aspects of a 

person’s life

• The Diaries project interviewers were not counsellors, financial experts, and we 
were very clear about that with the participants. We created ‘space’ for people 
to talk 
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Financial therapy 

Nita

•Single, 55, foster parent

•One-way lending to 
adult kids and friends

• Interview was neutral 
space no judgement to 
think through finances

Melissa

•Single parent, 40s, 
disability social 
assistance 

•Appreciated therapeutic 
space of interview

Tyler*

•Single male, 30s, FT 
employed

•Super-star saver

•Found talking about 
finances a form of 
therapy 

*Not from the ‘trauma’ group. 
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Phase 2: Initial ideas
• Fall 2021 start

• Simplified data to be collected

• Similar sample size, 30-50, start with 50-70 due to attrition 

• ‘Simple diaries’ group and ‘financial empowerment’ group: not 
RCT but mixed method dynamic comparison

• 2-3 sites

• Approach a First Nations community about being one site 



Ideas? 
Comments? 
Questions? 

Please contact 
us 

Website Facebook page 
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Sponsors, funders, & advisors


